Model 345 or 346 Shock Mount

Model 345 Shock Mount

This dual-type, external shock mount prevents reproduction of external shocks and stand vibrations. The Model 345 has a \( \frac{5}{8} \) in.-27 pipe thread adapter and can be easily attached or removed.

NOTE: Microphone must be centrally balanced or the shock mount will not function properly.

Model 346 Shock Mount

This shock mount is designed specifically for use with the Electro-Voice Model 666 microphone. Similar in every feature to the Model 345, but constructed for 11-oz. microphone.

NOTE: Microphone must be centrally balanced or the shock mount will not function properly.

FEATURES

- Eliminates stand vibration noise
- Dual-type mount
- Easily attached

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL: Steel and Diecast Zinc
FINISH: Satin Chrome
DIMENSIONS: Diameter: 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in.
Length: 4\( \frac{7}{8} \) in.
WEIGHT: 10 oz.
ACCESSORIES: 2\( \frac{13}{16} \) in. extension adapter